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SO. Introduction
  Tke aira okkis shert artic}e is to give a formitlatieg ef tke celebrated ceajectsre ef Leepeldt iR terms
of p-adic Neeke algebra of Hida. This is seen as a p-adic gauge method approach in nurriber theory, and
gives also a mystertous link between the works of A. Wiles and W. Thurston,

  lset F be a totally rea} Rumber field of degTee g. We denote the integey ring by OF. Tke classical
theorem of Dirich}et states that the greup ef units OP ha:s the fgllowing structure:

                                  OB ft {Å}1} Å~ z"-i,

Mere preclsely, for any Z-basis Åqci,.,.,cg-iÅr of the free part,

                          rank(log lt(c{)l)igisg-i,L:N'c-+c = g - 1,

which is equiva}eRt to the paR-vani$hiRg of the regulater RF ef F.
  The Leopeldt conjecture means that a p-adic anaiegue of this classicakheerem should be true,

Conjecture(Leopoldt).
                          rank(logp t(Ei))i($sgLi,,:irc-.Q. == g ww 1•

  This is aiso equivalent to the non-vanishing of the p-adic regulator R).,p.

  By the elassical class field theory, the conjecture is equivalent to

                            d;mQ. H.2t(Spec OFIII, QpÅr == i.

                                             p

Note that the dimension is positive by the existence of the cyclotomic Zp-tower. We put

                     dimQ. M.!,(Speceiril], Q,) == 1+6F,p, 6F,, )e,

                                      p

and call 6ep the Leopaldt defect.

Refnark. [ he ceBjecture is knewn wheR F is abeliaR over C} iBl. The esselttial point i$ to faeterize Rp
into linear factors, and then to use a p-adic version of Baker's theory of linear combination of logarithms.

So one need to use a deep result from transcendental nurnber theory. For general F, 6F,p Åq g holds [Wa].
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KAZUffIRO FUjlWAitA

Sl. AnaZogy with 3-dimensional hyperbolic geometry
Since the nineteenth century, the analogy between algebraic nurnber fields and function fields over finite
fields has been quite useful and fruitful (Dedekind, Hi}bert, Artin, Weil, Iwasawa, . . , ). In the fo}lowing,

we explain Rew digtigBaries eomiRg frem a '`topolegieal" aspect of n"mber field$, whieh leads tg a stTikiRg

relatien with 3-dimeRsional hyperbo}ic georyietry.

  1.1 For a connected scheme X and a geometric point x of .X, Ti(X,x) means the arithmetic funda-
mental group. For a finite field Fg, there is a canonical isomoprhism Ti(Spec Fq) r 2 given by Frrq v--• 1,

Here Ftrg : Fq --, Fg, a H at, is the geometric Ftrobenius element, At the level of 6tale homotopy, the

6tale homotepy type ef SpeÅë Fg is K(Z, l), which is isomgrphic to the pyofinite completign gf Si. Se one

sheu}d regard Spec Fg as axx aRalcgue "f Si, aBd the fuitdamental dicticftary is

(Dict. O) Spec F, ÅqÅr Si.
  ,The standard dictionary in number theory, which is already mentioned, is stated as

                      C = Spec eF ec, X/Fg : prepersmoetk cuTve.

On the other hand, a curve X - SpecFq is an analogue of a surface fibration on a circle M - Si, so X

itself shouid be an analogue of a topological 3-manifold (note that the e-cohomological dimension of X
(not of .X ::'= X Å~sp..F, Spec Fq) is 3 for e pt pu),

  This observation leads to the following analogy

(bict. I) C : regular arkhmetic eurve ÅqÅr X : smcetk curve ever Fg e M J 3--dimeRsieRal manifold

Dict. 1 was first found by B. Mazur. One should think that Spec Z is the analogue of the 3-dimensional
sphere S3,

  Dict. O and Dict. 1 have important consequences. For any (finite) place v of F', there is an inclusion
Speck(v) q--+ SpecOF (k(v) is the residue field at v), By Dict. O and Dict. 1, this is an analogue of
embedding Si g M, i.e., an ana}ogue ef a knot iR a 3-manifo}d M! Se we are lead to;

(Dict. 2) Y. (: OF: afuite set of finite p}aees ÅqexÅr LcM: alink

This dietionary is due to M. Morishita [M]. He establishes an analogy between the quadratic reciprocity
law and the linking number of knots, and generalized it to a "higher linking number" situation.
  There are further dictionaries, W. Thurston found that, especia}}y when M = S3 and L xx K is a
knet, M X L efteR carries a cgmplete hyperbo}ic structgre, whieh is uRique by the Mostgw rigidity, aRd
heltce
                                    M X L or rxH3

where N3 == SL(2, C)1SU(2) is the Riemannian symmetric spaee associated to SL(2, C). So we get

(Dict. 3) SpecON• XÅí (ZfÅë) @N =: MXL: 3-dirnensional hyperbolic manifold

Remarks. 1. 0Re skeuld tkink tkat eack v e SpecOF is a primitive geedesic in SpecOF gf }eRgth }egg.
(g. = tife(v)). This is compatible with the analogy between the Riemann's zeta functien and the Selberg
zeta function, and also with T. Sunada's viewpoint that primes are analogues of closed geodesics of a

complete Riemannian manifold.
  2. Dict. 3 is compatible with anabelian geometry: for a number field F, Spec F itself should be seen
as a (projective limit of) hypefbolic maltifold, and we expect that a Mostow type rigidky holds for F;

                           ffiÅqSpecF) tt rri(SpecF') ptF P' t F'.

This is ixx fact the theorern of Neukrich-Uchida.
  The imal dictionary concerns with the local monodromy. Let o. = U!mL OFIv" be the local ring at v,
and F. be the local field at v. Spec k(v) c-" Spec o. induces an equivalence of 6tale homotopy type, and
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ALGEBRAIC NUMBER THEORY AND LOW DIMENSIONAL TOPOLOGY

Spec F. = Spec o. X {v}. For a topological situation, take a 3-manifold M and a knot K inside M.' Let
N(K) be an open tubular neighbourhood of K in M,

(Dict,4) Speco.oN(K), SpecF.oN(K)XK"
Under Dict. 4, G. = Gal(F./F.) should be the ana}ogue of 7ri(N(K)XK). In fact, homotopically,
N(K) X K has a natura} Si-fibratieri structure oyer K, and we have af} exact sequeRce

                          eN IK --" #i(?XS(K) X K) - .,(K) --, e

KeTe iK is isemorphic to Z (one caxx choese the class imK] of a merldSan mK as a geRerator). gKK)
is spanned by K itself, and a spiitting of the above sequence is obtained by choosing a longitude IK.
Moreover, N(K) X K is homotopic to a two dimensional torus, and herice

                                [tK] • [mK] - [mK] • llK].

  On the other hand, the tame part Ota")e of C. has the following structure:

                        o si ngame -.-, ctaMe -+ Gal(k(v)lk(v)) -+ O,

where I aMe =t I7Ie#p Zt (p = the residual characteristic, written additive}y). It is we}l-known that fer a

Nebenius }ik F\. and a topological generator x ef ag"me

}}rv +x = gvx T Ftv .

Se Spec Fv leeks like a noR-comrnutative terus, and 3-dimensinal manifolds are seen as specializatioxxs of
arithmetic objects under q --, 1!

  1.2 We try to use the dictionaries in 1.1 to understand the Leopoldt conjecture.
determine dimQ, H,it(SpecOir[i], Qp). So our problem is seen as an analogue of the

Ni(N, Q) for an open hyperbolic manifold (or a link complement) N.

  First we try to use ideas from 4-dirnensional topology (instead of 3-dimensional top
a closed, simply-connected, oriented srnooth 4-manifold, and

We are trying to
determination of

ology). Let M be

                              I i H2 (M, Z) Å~ H2(M, Z) --År Z

 be the iBtersectioR ferm. The eelebrated theorem of S. 9gRa}dsoiAs

 Tkeerem (BekaldseR). Ifi is pesitive definite, then i i$ isemeTphic to the standard fema =$! ++- •-i-

 xtyt

   For the preof, Denaldson use{l the gauge theory. Let ,U be the moduli space of anti self-dual SU(2)-
 connections on M (for a generic Riernannian metric on M). Then the fo11owing properties are known:
(1) X is 5dimensional, and there is a singular compactification X of re.
(2) The boundary of X is MUX. X mm {pi, . . . ,pe} l Åë is zero dimen$ional, and consists of a finite nurnber

   of points called cusps. Those cusps correspond to reducible connections.
(3) Near a cusp p, atubular neighbourhood ofp in ,l? is homeomorhic to a cone over P2c.
   By these (1)-(3) and by removing a tubular neighbourhood of Åí, X gives an oriented cobordisrn
 between M and an e-disjoint union of P2c, and the theorem is shown.

   Fbom this argument ef Dona}dson, we get

 liesseR. One needs a ngn-a5ejian gattge theersi te get infermation eR hemeiagy.

   ÅqThellgk tke IRteysectieR form is rather kemeteplcal exi$tence in the seRse that it deteT;niites gke h--

 eobGrdism c]ass.) l think that the benaldsen patterll is the same as in the case ef Wiles' preof of the
 Fermat's Last Theerem: itumber theorists have used the ciassical class field theory to understand FLT
 for a long time, then failed. The only effective way (developped by Erey, Ribet and Wiles) to prove it
 is to interprete FLT by an elliptic curve over Q, then apply the non-cornmutative class field theory for
 GL(2) (the Taniyama-Shimura conjecture in this case). Inspired by these results of Donaldson and Wiles,
 I propose the following strategy to the Leopoldt conjecture: use the non-abelian class field theory to solve

 GL(1)-problems.
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S3. SL(2)-approach
3.1 We fix a prime p. Let EA be a p-adic field with the integer ring Ox with the maximal ideal A,
kA = OV)L be the residue field.
  Assume that F is a totally real number field, [F : Q] == g.

  C = Spec OF, X c iCI a finite subset.
  Assume that Åí contains any place v dividing p. CÅí = Ti(CX Åí) is the arithmetic fundamental group
of CX Åí•

  We fix an absolutely indecomposable Galois representation

                                    p- : GÅí - GL2(kA)•

(p" corresponds to a flat connection in the geometric setting.) We assume that p is nearly ordinary and
G.-distinguished at vlp in the following sense:

                         Pl c. = (R6'V R;,. ) , Ii,v 7E R2,v for v[p

In the following, we fix I2,. for each vlp, and choose a function def : XX {v;vlp} - {min, unres}.
Consider the following deformation theory on Arto, :

 R H Fp(R) = {the set of representations p : Gz - GL2(R) }ifting pT, which satisfies (Gl), (Ll), (L2)}

Here

(Gl) The pro-p part of detp is equal to the pro-p part of x,y,i. (x,y,i. is the cyclotomic character).

(Ll) Atvlp, plc.2t(X6'" xl,.), )(f2,v liftS R2,v

(L2)
   At vE ÅíX {v;vlp}, plc. is a minimal, or unrestricted lift according to def(v) = min, or unres.

Cf. [Fu] for the meaning of minimal or unrestricted local lifting. Note that (Gl) fixes the determinant,
so our problem is an SL(2)-deformation.

Remark. The moduli space of rank 2 flat bundles of a complete hyperbolic 3 manifold plays a very
important role in the theory of Thurston. The nearly ordinarity condition is seen as a parabolic'structure

given to a fiat connection. The biggest difference between the arithmetic case and the diffeo-geometric
case is, that on the arithmetic side, there is no global moduli of Galois representation.

  3.2 We assume further that p- is modular in the sense that it comes from some automorphic represen-
tation it of infinity type (k,w). In this case, by Hida theory, we have the nearly ordinary Hecke algebra
Tx attached to p' (with a fixed central character). Put

                                       7F = fi rrv,

                                            vlP

where ty. is the maximal pro-p quotient of o.Å~ . rankz. tyF = gJ

  The basic structures of Tz are the following: Tx is a complete local OA-algebra over the complete
group algebra Abig = eA[[7F]], finite and dominant over Abig (and hence the Krull dimension of Tx is

g+ 1).
  There is a big CÅí-representation pQ(Abig) of Hida on C?(Abig)e2 ((?(Abig) is the fraction field of Abig).

pQ(Abig) is nearly ordinary at vlp, When p- is absolutely irreducible, there is a Galois stable free lattice in

Q(Abig)e2 which is unique up to isomoprhism.
  By the compatibility of the local and the global Langlands correspondence at v Xp, there is a surjective

ring homomorhism Rx - Tz. Under this setting, the following theorem is proved by the theory of the
Taylor-Wiles system [Fu] by using the systems from quaternion algebras.
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Theorem. Assume thatp }l 3, and P is an absolutely irreducibte and modular representation. Assume
moreover that PIG.((,} is absolutely irreducibte, and C.-distinguished for vlp. Then

a] The nearSy erdinafy ffecke aggebra Tx is the universaS defermatten ring Rx,
b] TÅí is finite fiat over Abig, and is a iecai cornpiete intersection.

   (cf. [Fu] for the special case. The general nearly ordinary case follows from it.)

  3.3 UfifortuRately, the local modu}i space for abselntely irreducible representatielts dees not give any

information on the Leopoldt conjecture, Inspired by Donaldson and Wiles, we try to use reducible P to
get information on F. Our expectation is the following:

ExpectatioR. Assgme tha# F is tetaSSy reag, and there is ene totagSy odd chaTac:er x efGF such that
the Iwasawa pt-invariant pax == O foraprime pu. Then the Lepoldt conjeeture is true forapair (E,p).

  So we are dividing the Lepoldt conjecture into two parts, In the first part, we find a totally imaginary

chracter x satisfYiRg the assumption. IR the second pare, we try to use the theory of t.he p-adic Hecke
algebra.

  The first part is easier. Of cour$e, conjecturally, px should be zero for all such x's. But even without
any conjecture, we succeed to find a very good x in many cases.

A$sumptioR (*)gp (existeRce ef goed gutadratic ckaracteTs). Assume thatp År. 3. }?er any fi?}ite
set X offinite piaees of F, there is a guadratic character x : Cx - {ski} such that
i. x is totaUy imaginarst.

2. x is unrarnified at att v E Åí and x(Fr.) == -1.

S. The relative ciass nzzrnber hF./hF is net dintsi5Se byp. "ere Fx is She spSi-tting fieM ofx,

  From the conditions, it follows that H}(E,x) == O for the finite part, For the existence ofa good
quadratic character, the following is known:

Theerem. (*)F,p is satis#eg ifp nm 3, erp is Sarge eng#gh eeTi}pared te F [Nl.

  In the following we fuc a good quadratic character x, and choose a g. ood pT from x so that the analysis
of the deforrnation theory (and the structure of the local deformation space) is easy. This is akind ofa
transveTsality argument in number theory.
  Our e- Ss tke fol}owing:

                                   O- hA -- p. ff -- O.

We assume that the extension is non-split, but is sp}it at all finite p}aces except y, y Xp. The existence of

$uck aR exteitsioR (for a suitab}e y) fo}low$ froin the gnier ekaracteristic formula. x(fty) =: {k,(lty) = -l.

  We put X = {vlo, vlcondx,y}. The deformation problern is as follows.
  At vlp, the deformation is nearly ordinary.

pla. trt(X6'ti x2*,.)

Here x2,. Iifts the trivial representatiQn (not 21a.?.

  Atv == y, the defarmaticn is the speeial deformatieR, i.e., pla, is of the ferm

plc, ttu (X6i" x;,.)

Here x2,v li#s xlc., and xi,. = x2,v(1)-

  Atv E X, v 7dl y,v Xp, the deformation is mininal.

  To define an appropt"iate Hecke algebTu, we need to know that P has a geod giifting which is medular.
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Proposition. Assume that p 2 3, and p- is as above. Then P is modutar in the following sense: by
enlarging OA if necessary, P = p.,A modA for a cuspicat representation T of type ((2, ,.. ,2),O) which
is nearly ordinary at vlp, and p.,A is a deformation of P which fits into the deformation problem given
above.

  The proposition is proved by constructing an Eisenstein ideal using p-adic Eisenstein series by the
technique of [Wl], By the proposition, we can define the Hecke algebra TÅí attached to p. It is a priori
not clear whether there exists a natura] ring homomorphism RÅí - TE (this is a usual diMculty in case
of reducible residual representations). This amounts to saying that we have a good free Galois-stable
lattice L inside the big CÅí-representation pQ(Abig) of Hida on (?(Abig)e2. The existence is assured by

Assumption (*)ep), especially by 3, and Rx - TÅí exists (cf. Appendix A2).

  Now we can compare Rz with Tx. Again we have the following theorem.

Theorem. Assume thatp 2 3, and pff is as above. Then
a) The nearty ordinary Hecke aigebra Tx is the universal deformation ring Rx.
b) TÅí is finite flat over Abig, and is a local complete intersection.

We construct Taylor-Wiles systems from quaternion algebras. See ICS] for related works,

S4. Eisenstein locus

We study the same p as in S3. Note that eur choi'ce Z is minimal. Let Y = Spec RL = Spec Tx. We
analyze the locus Z = V(IÅí) where the universal deformation p""Z" is reducible (Eisenstein locus), Here
IÅí is the Eisenstein ideal (see Al of the appendix).

Proposition.
dimZ =: dim Q. H.'t (Sp ec OF [1], Qp) =:: 1 + 6F,p•

                       p

This fol}ows from the fol}owing theorem by a dimension counting.

Theorem.
TÅí/Iz ij OA[[XF]ll(Ly)

Here XF is the maximal pro-p abelian quotient of Ti(SpecOF[;]), Ly = 1 - x-i • x,y,i. • xUni"(Frry),

)(""i" : Ti(Spec OF[;]) . OA[[XF]] is the universal character.

  (Sketch) We use RÅí == Tx. Then Txllx is the moduli space classifying extensions O - xi - p .
x2 . 0 which is locally split except y with detp = -xi + x2 fixed. xi is unramified except possibly at
vlp. One can determine all the extensions by using the Euler characteristic formula and the TatePoitou
duality by assumption (*)(F,p). []

Remark. Note that TxllÅí does not carry a standard OA[[Xz]]-algebra structure, nor Tz. The standard
structure on Txllz is an OA[[XÅí]]-structure, where XÅí is the image of 7F - XÅí. Ly is an Euler factor
at y (by our assumption on x, the p-adic L-fuction of x-iw is a unit in the Iwasawa algebra, and does

not appear here).
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g5. Counting argument

Lemma. Notations are as in S4,
most by g-etements.

and assume thatp ) 3, Then the Eisenstein ideat iE is generated at

  This is proved in the appenclix, A3.

  Here we give a non-rigorous but suggestive argument to the Leopoldt conjecture.

sequeRce

                              O ---ÅÄ IÅí - Tz - Tur/Ix - O.

Consider the following

Xere T: kas Kru}l dimeitsign s -l- 2, and fÅí is geeerated at me$t by g-elements. So the
should be dim Tx/Ix mm 1, which implies 6F,. = O by the proposition in g4,

  [Irhe following propQsition refines the aboye argument. A stronger result wiH be
seetioR.

italve expectatlell

found in the next

Proposition. Assume thatp X 3. The following two 'conditions are eguivalent.

a) trhe Leapoidt eenjeeture is true fer(FT,pÅr.

b? For minimal Åí, the Eisenstein ideal Jx of Tx is generated by a regular sequence ofg-elements.

i'reof. b) - a): let (x!,... ,xg) be a regular sequence in iz. Thexx dim Tx/iÅí = 1. 0R the other hand,
dimTxllx xx 1 + 6F,p, where 61r,p is the Leopoldt defect.

  a) - b): we use the basic estimate on the number ofgexxeratorsof IÅí . Since 6gp = O by our assumption,

(ITx,p has Kriil} dlmensieR g, en the other hand, [IT=/I= is reduced, aBd heRce the localizatiofi iE,p at
any minima} prime ideal P of fx is the maxima} ideal of Tx,p, and is generated by g-elements. So Tme,p
is a regular local ring, and g is the minimal nurnber of the generators of Tx,p.

  We shew tkat ceBerma} module iÅílig is free of rank g over Tx/f=. Slnce TÅí is geiterated at mest by
g-elements, there is a surjection a:Txtw9 -" Ix, and hence ai:(rurx/IÅí)eg --" IÅí/fk, ai is bijective at

any minimal prime ideal P containing lin, and hence ai is bijective.

  Te skcw that i= is ge"erated by a regular seqtteRce of st-e}ements, it sttMces to $ee the carienical map

of graded modules

                           Sym lyAg -" griTx = ee.)gP.!ng+'

is injective. Since Txllx is reduced, it suMces to see it at each minimal prime ideal P,
}ajectiye there siRce Tx,p is a regu}ay loeal riRg. M

and the     +map ms

g6.Main Theerem

Thecrem.
any mtntma

Assu?ne that p ) 3, and X is min{?naS
t prime ideal of Tx/Jx.

. Then the ceuermai medtije Ix/fk has rar}k g - 3F at

  Te prove t}ie theerem, gRe xxeeds to coRtrol Se}mer groeps ef tke adjoinX}spe esIRg Rx == Tx. We
omit the detaiis.

  As a consequence of the theorem, we get the following: if Izllg is free of rankg over TÅí/fr., then the

Leopo}dt ceRjeetare is true for (Ep) undey the existeRce of a good guadratic character (ef ceurse ehe
condition is weeker than the proposition in g5),

  This type of conditions for Hecke algebras appear in (K] when F = Q. In [K], the condition is used as
a hypothesi$ to shew the c}'clicky ef the lwasawa medule fgr fgr powey$ of TeiekmiXler ckaracters.
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Appendix. Standard modules and their properties

  Al, Standard modules
  Here we give a formalism to construct good Galois stable lattices,

  AxiQms.
Ax 2 I' is a Tedzzeed ngetherian cemptete lecctg aSgebra, with the tetai fractien ring L = QÅqT). 2 is inverti5ie

     tn L, and has ne 2-tersiens.
Ax 2 G is a tepciegi{}aS grescp wtth an invotstien c E C.

xxix9pL : C- AutLY is a representatien of C. Y is L-fTee ef rank 2. p is edd in the sen.se that
     detp(c) = -i. At each Tninimai purime ideal P, the induced representation on Vp is irreducible.
Ax 4 T eontains {TrpL(a),a G Gf}, pL i$ continuous in the following sense: there is a C-stable finitely
     gerterated T-lattice M in V, and the C-action is continuous for the m-adic topotogy.

     Let p be the residual characteristie of T. For a G-module A,

                       A+ :{a ff A, c•a=a}, A-={aEA, c•a== -a},

                                       A=A+eA-
  is cal}ed the parity decomposition (when p '-" 2, we assume that A has no 2-tersions),
     We fix a parity s = -l-, or -. By -s, we mean the gppesite parity. For ff E C, we put

                             a((r) = l/2([l} s,L(ff) - s • [f\ go(ff • c)),

                             dÅqaÅr rm= lf2Åq'I\ s,L(a) ÅÄ s • 'l\ sc(cr • c))•

  Even when p = 2, these elements belong to T since T has no 2-torsior}s by Axl.

  Formulas. Take an L-basts (e+,eum) ofV so that pL(c) = (8 -Ol). JFTor the matrix representation

                                  pL(a)-(:E.al dbEa.l),

                           x(a, r) dkf a(aT) - a(a)a(T) == b(a)c(r) ff T.

                             d(crr) -- d(a)d(7) = c(a)b(T) = x(T, cr).

                                det pL({r) =; a(e)d(cÅr - x(ff, cr)

  Theorem. Fer a rgnk eRe .ft7ee T--iattice L GfMS, there {s a untgue minimag C-sta5ie su5lattice M efY
  utth M" = Åí. The C-actien is continuous.

                                     pM : a .•AutT M

   satisfies pM XT L = pL•

  Proof. Take an element e. e ML which generates L as a T-moduie.
     Let ML be the T-submodule spanned by pL(a)e,, a E G, i.e., M nm T(G] • L. ML is G-stable, and
  gives a rank two lattice generically.

  Sublemma. MZ == L.
  Preof. This go}}ews from the fo}lowing fermu}a

                                    (pb(g)es)S = d(g)e..

     The mifiimaiky aRd the uniqueness are c}ear.
     We show that the action is continuous. We take a E LX so that evÅí is contained in some a-stab}e
  lattice. This ensures us M.L is finitely generated,'and again a lattice. By the Artin-Rees lemma, the
  induced topology on M.L is again m-adic. For,or E LX,

                                       MaL= aML
   as C-modules by the definition, and the claim follows.
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 Mefinition. C-module M =: Mxx constructed as above is the standard rnodule for (pL, VL) with respect
  tO JC.

    When we vary L with the same parity, standard modules are unique up to multiplication by an elernent

 of LX,
                          '
  Remark. The Rotion of standard modules depends only on the pseudcF-representatioR defined by pL. One
 can define the staftdard a}odu}e associated te pseudg-represeRtations direet}y.

   . The fo}lewing pygpesitigR, theugk the prcef i$ yatker trivial, skows ai} amazlRg prepergy of a stakdard

 module.

 Proposition. A standard moduie M : ML is s-deprived, i.e., there is no Calois stable module M' c M
  such that Ms .. (Mt)s.

    Since (M')S = MS = L, M: mm Tx[C] •L c M' since M' is Galois stable,

 Proposition (Standard module criteria). Let M be a C-stable lattice foT (pL, VL). Then M is
  standard of and only if the mod m-reduction pM ::= MlmM satisfles the follewing: •
    pumM is of the form
                               o -År (r-s)ea - pM . its -" o,

                                                  '  and has ne {}uetient isemerphic to itww".
    EspecinS;y, the !}otign ofstandard medules dees ?iet depend en any cheice ofc as Seng as .YS has parity
  s fer the ehgiee.

  Preef. We preve Åq= direetien. Since the parity decompositionis fuBctorial, MS/fnMS has dimension one.

 So there is an element es in Ms such that Te. g M, is an isomorphism after modm reduction. Since T is
  noetherian, by Nakayama's lemma M, = Te.. This implies that M, contains the standard module MTe, ,
 Let A be the image of the reduction mmap MT.. XT k - M opT k. If A pt pM, PM/A has a quotient whiÅëh
 is isomorphic to R-S, and this contradicts to our assumption. This r'neans pveM :=: A, and by Nakayama's
 lemma again M = MTe. •

  Lemma. Let M be a standard module, P ::= pmodmT. Then the k-linear map

                            pV op it-S/(R-S!RS) --, Hi(C, R-S/2S)

  ebtained 5y puSieng back the extensien

                             g -. N'-s/f -- pV x2-s -. fo$ct --" e

  by linear maps k - kea, is injeetive.

  Proof. If not, there is a quotient of ff which is isomorphic to R-'. This contradicts to the fact that a
  standard module is -s-deprived.

  Mefinition (Abstract Eisemstein ideal). The ideal I of T generated by d(ar) - d(a)d(T), a, T e ax
  ds the (abstract? Eisenstein ldeal.

    By our assumption 3, the Eisenstein ideal is a proper ideal of T. The following proposition shows that
  V(I) gives "the }oclls where pll can not be irreducible".

  Preposition. Far a standard moduie M with parity s, gi = pmedf has the foiSowiT}g for?n

                             e dw. M-s/IM-srs - sf - r -- e

  where 2Å}e : C - (Tfl)X are charaters which satisfies

                                   itsft-s = detpL modI.

    At any P Åë V(I), the localixation Mp-S at P is Tp-free of ranh one, and the induced pp : a --+
  AutT. Mp is irreduedble.
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A2. Construction of a free lattiee

In 3.3, a priori, there is no algebra homomorphism RÅí .
For this, one needs to construct a free Ziz-lattice.

Tz, so there is no way to compare two rings.

Theorem. ?Votations are the same as S, 9. Assume that E] is rninimaL 7'hen there is

pas ; g= ' GL2(Tx)

which gives P. MeTeever, s}r is unigue up te isetne7phism, and is a defermation efp.

Proof Let p : Cz - Aut(C?(AbiK)ee2) be the Hida's two dimensional repre$entation attached to T=. Put
T rm TÅí, V = (?(Abig)e2, and pll xe p. Take a rank one free lattice Åí in V-, and consider the standard

module ML. The reduction has the form

o. kea -p -. R-o

where a = dimk ML+!mMi At each vlp, there is a G.-stabl e filtration

e -+ Ll,. - MÅí - Åí2,. --+ C

where each Åíi,. is T -tersloxx free.

representatien accordlRg to i=: 1,

The {[ .-actioit oR Åí{,. is via a character xi,. }iftlRg xtG. or the trivial

2. Nete that ftlc. I l, so we have that the image of

Li,v XTÅí k- ML XTx h

is non-zero since x must appear in fi, and fc51a. defines a split exact sequence.

is split at all v l y. Since P defines ari injection

SimiJarJy, we know that P

kOcr g H.', (Spec OF X {y}, 2--')

we get a = l. Ms is T=-free of rank one, and the asseciated Gx.-representation gives pz. For tke
unigljeRess, take any s' : gx --År AutT. (M) }klBg p wheye M is Tx-free. Then M is staRdard wKh re$pecg
to parity -, aRd a}l stgRdard medllles for parity - are isemerphic. Te shew tkaÅí p= ls a defermatiQr}
is standard. We iteed to check the }eca} ceRditioBs, and only eonsider the case vlp fcr slmplicity. We
show that L2,. is free of rank one with the notation as above. L2,v XT. k has dimefision one over k since
".-action is trivial there. The clairn follows by Nakayama's lemma again, and the TÅí-freeness of Ci,,.
fo11ows as a consequence. T• he form of xi,.lt. is the desired one by the specialization argument to Hilbert

rnodular forms of type ((2,...,2)),O). D
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A3. Estimate of Eisenstein ideats: refinement of Mazur's rnethod

Tkeorem. A$sume that : is minimal. Then I: is generated at most by g-eiements.

Proef. The proof is based Qn a lattice chage techRique. We a}ready knew the existence of a Ga}eis
deformation p : C: -- AutT. Mx where Mme is T:-free of rank 2. Åí = MÅí+. We calculate the standard

module ML with respect to the plus sign,

Sublemma. ME ww- Ix where fx is the Eisanstein ideat.

Proof. We take a basis (e+,e-) of ME:, We take the matrix representation

                                 p(cr)=(2E.ej db[ffal)

with respect to this basis. The module J generated by c(a),cr E Gfx, is ML- by the definition, We view
J as anideal of Tx. By
                              d(aT) - d(a)d(T) xe c(a)b(T),

ix c J. On the ether hand, since P is neR-$plit, there is T G Cx such that b(r) modm 71 e, For such r,
b(r) is a unit in Tx, and hence Jc Ix follows. ur]

  Consider the Ga}ois representation p' on ML. Then p' modm defines an injection

                                 Ix XT. h g ff'(E, it)

By asimilar argument as in A2, the obtaiRed extensions split except possibly at vlp. dimk ff.i,(Spec OFI;], ft) =::

g, and the claim follows.
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